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REPORT ON THE MINE DETECTION WORKSHOP

INTROJUCTION " "f i••"CJ [• ••lS •/

"The United States Army Belvoir Reseach and Development Center

sponsored a workshop, held in July 1985,to investigate the use of

ionizing radiation techniques for detecting land mines and, in

particular, to identify technological advancements that would alter
the assessment of the prior workshop held in March 1973, (Coleman et

al., 1974).

The workshop participants were tasked with mnaking specific

recommendations of techniques LhdL ,,vltd study and lou %IIIU..

areas that required further investigation in order to clarify the

feasibility or practicality of the recommended tecnniques.

"i--Although emphasis was to be,)placed on &e, application of developed
or emerging technology to the problem of the detection of buried land

mines, t-he> detection of conceajed explosives in the context of

security was also cfo---b /, considered. ,In the latter category, tne
'ýutomatic detection of explosives in luggage a.id hand-carried items

received the greatest attention. Lesser attention was given to

detecting explosives concealed within a building's structure. - (-• } )

The question of the use of radiation tecnniques for the detection

of explosives concealed on a person was briefly co'nsidered and

dismissed as being infeasible within any reasonably practical

constraints of exposure.



The workshop participants recognized that their considerations

could not be comprehensive either in coverage or technical depth of

the technology considered. In order to minimize the former

limitation, a major portion of the workshop was devoted to largely

uncritical exploration of technology within the limitations stated

earlier. In this way, many ideas were advanced, their possible

applicability explored, and ideas to enhance their potential

encouraged. Criticism was discouraged, although recognition of

technical limitations is inevitable when improvements are being sought.

It was recognized that combinations of techniques offered the

possibility of achieving capabilities beyond those obtainable from any

single method. Such combinations actively were sought, particularly

combinations that could take advantage of components that would be

present for a different method.

Following a general agreement on a list of techniques that merited

further examination, the chosen techniques were subjEcted to critical

examination that attempted to assess their practicality, what

improvement(s) could be expected over any earlier embodiments of the

technique, and to what degree the technique might meet the general

requirements that had been set forth earlier in the workshop. In the

process of this examination, critical technical issues were raised and

practical problems were identified. To the extent oossible, the panel

explored the critical technical issues, but, more importantly, the

need for and extent of additional feasibility studies were delineated.

Finally, the techniques that were identified as having promise

were considered one final time in order to develop a consensus on the

priorities that should be attached to the feasibility studies and the

general level of effort that was recommended as being likely to be
adequate to resolve the critical issues.
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OPERATIONAL EXPECTATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS

Three particular explosives detection scenarios were corlsidered,

and the requirements for each were explicitly discussed byAthe-members
-o-f -the panel.- The first of these, the detection of buried,
nonmetallic, anti-vehicular qAV) -,mines, was the area of greatest

concern and was given the greatest emphasis by the panel. The other
two, detection of anti-personnel -(AP)/ mines and detection of

explosives in luggage and packages, were considered in -mucti, less

detail.

Mine Detection Operational Requirements

For a mine detector- to have any practical utility, it must be able

to carry out its function effectively. That is, it must meet tne
user's needs to a Sufficient degree that the device will be Rmploved.,
The above definition is intentionally vague because any effort to
provide strict quantification to the problem usually leads to

requirements that are so stringent that they could not be met by any
technically feasible system.

I.m

The panel approached the problem of requirements by discussing
what they viewed as the minimal requirements of a system that would

result in a meaningful accompiisnment. in particular, the approach
was to identify system limiting characteristics that would result in
an impractical or unusable system. The following system

characteristics are the a(thor's interpretation of these

considerations and judgments, and they ao not necessarily represent

, the consensus of the panel. The primary focus was the antivehicular
(AV) mine, and the system envisioned was a vehicular-mounted mine

detector. In addition, an anti-personnel (AP) mine detector was

discussed in the context of a vehicular-mounted unit, as well as a
portable, hand-held unit. Not discussed was the possibility of a
walk-nehind, self-propelled, cart-mounted system or other conceivable

intermediate forms of both AV and AP mine detectors.

3
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Vehicular-Mounted AV Mine Detector -.1
m ~ ~Forward Speed •.

Desired: 3 IPph (4.4 fts-I 1.34 ms-
Minimum Useful: 0.5 mph (0.73 fts 1, 0.23 ms-)

Scanned Width

Desired: 10 ft (3.05 m)

Minimum Useful: 6 ft (1.83 m)

Power Requirements

Desired: 5 kilowatts
Maximum Practical: I00 kilowatts

AV Mine Detection Probability

!i5esired: 99 percent
Minimum Practical: 90 percent

False Response Rate

rDesired: less than 1 per 0.25 mile

Maximum Practical: 1 per 100 yards

Mine Burial Depth for 90-Percent Det-:'ionIFI

Desired: 8 inches
Minimum Useful: 2 inch,

Environmental Capabilities

Temperature Range: -20°F to 120°F
Humidity Range: 5 percent RH to 91 percent RH

4.-I
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Soil Variations

Desired: arid, sandy soil to wet humus

Acceptable: detector-specific to a soil type and
moisture content

Less emphasis was placed on the identification of the desired
characteristics of an anti-personnel mine detector. The scan rate and
other characteristics were considered only briefly, and then only to
note what had been accomplished in the past and tne degree to which
such characteristics had been considered acceptable. It was noted
that AP mines, by their very nature, were shallowly buried and,
consequently, the need for soil penetration could 6e relaxed. Because
most AP mine detectors had been conceived as portaole units, the scan
rate, of necessity, would oe less than for a vehicular-mounted

detect~or, but- no qua~nt"IficVatiOn -- sattem~ntari

In addition to these operational requirements for specific

detection methods, other expectations must be included. For example,
in the instance of the use of fast neutrons, considerations of
personnel safety, both during operation and when tne system is not
operating, play a significant role. For any system employing
radiation sources, the release of the material as a consequence of an
accident or an unavoidable hostile action requires attention.
Although of lesser concern, in the use of intense machine x-ray
sources, appropriate attention must be paid to the protection of the
operator and individuals who may be nearby.

Because of the nature of the problem being addressed, the use of a N
hand-held system was not considered to have credibi ty, particularly
in view of the speed requirements. Consequently, most of the
considerations dealing with operational requirements are premised on a
vehicular-mounted system.

P..



The third scenario considered is that of detecting explosives

whose illegal introduction intu a building is being attempted. Tnh

operational requirements are less well defined in this instance

because there is no single agency responsible for building security,

and, furthermore, the range of possible scenarios is quite large so

tnat the operational requirements may be dependent on the details of a

particular building. its use, and the perceived needs of the agency
responsible for tihe security of the building. The panel considered
that the most useful approach to this problem was to avoid specific

requirements and to consider only tne potential applicability of a

specific technology to a genetal expectation. Tnis expectation was

that a detection system ought to be able to detect a modest quantity

of commercial or wiilitary explosives (less tr.an a few pounds) in a

pacKage or a hand-carried item (e.g., briefcase), and that such a

detection sysLem should not impose a serious constraint on the traffic

into a building. In meeting these constraints, a lower assurance of

detecting explosives, compared to the AV mine situation- would likely

be acceptaole.

I>6
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General Characteristics of Explosives and AV Mines

Table 1 provides some information on the characteristics of

military explosives. Table 2 provides information on commercial

explosives. In the latter case, there are large differences among the

available materials; consequently, it is quite difficult to

generalize. Although nitrogen is an important component in most

commercial explosives, few other common characteristics are found.

The characteristics of naturally occurring materials play an

important role in the ability to detect explosives. Some techniques
are very sensitive to these parameters. Neutron techniques in general

are highly sensitive to the hydrogen content of the soil, while x-ray
methods are particularly sensitive to the soil density. Table 3

provides some general characteristics of some naturally occurring
materials.

The use of x-ray techniques is of great significance in explosives

and iine detection. Table 4 provides absorption coefficients for
intermediate energies for a number of military explosives and

explosive mixtures. Data for x-ray energies below 300 keV would have

to be calculatea from the absorption coefficients of the individual

elements, weighted for their relative abundance in the particular

L

L
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Technological Advancements Potentially Applicable

Three recent technical advances potentially significant for AV

mine and explosives detection were identified by the panel. They

were: (1) a high-intensity, linear scanning x-ray source with a total

scan range of nearly 3 m; (2) miniature 14-MeV neutron generators with

relatively high output, capable of prolonged, continuous operation and

having pulsed operation capability; and (3) portable computer systems

capable of information and imaging processing that exceeds the

capability of large fixed computer systems of a decade ago.

Many of the x/Y-ray based mine detectors considered in the past

relied on a single source, whether an isotopic source or an x-ray

generator. Even when imaging was considered, the constraints imposed

by available sources severely restricted the options that were

reasonable to consider. An x-ray source that could produce an intense

beam and that could scan in a linear fashion along a line ot a meter

or more in length would allow for consideration of a number of

promising approaches, particularly with respect to imaging.

These possibilities take on added significance when considered in

the light of the substantial advances that have been made in computer

technology, particularly in the areas of image processing and

artificial intelligence. Advanced image processors, operating in real

time, presently are available, and they are sufficiently small and low

enough in power consumption that their successful application to the
problem of mine detection must be considered assured. Comoined witn

image recognition and other improvements in software that appear to be

available in the near term, these systems provide an impetus to

consider in a new light detection methods designed to provide imaging
information.

Although neutron-based techniques have been extensively explored,

the limitations of available sources play a constraining role in a
number of instances. The development of high-intensity, sealed tuoe

12



sources that have a substantial operating life and that may be pulsed

at relatively high speed were thought to be a technological advance

with substantial implications for mine detection, particularly if

combined with some method of imaging and image processing.

13



TECHNIQUES RECOMMENDED FOR FURTHER STUDY

Within this section are discussed techniques that were considered
by the panel to be worthy of further study and analysis. Each is

discussed in considerdble detail, particularly with respect to the

anticipatea limitations and the technical advances that would be

required in order to achieve a practical system. The techniques are

considered in order of the priority assigned to them by the panel, vis

a vis:

* X-Ray Backscatter Imaging;

* Thermal Neutron Capture Gamma Ray Analysis;

* Neutron Thermalization; and

* Differential Collimated Photon Scattering.

T -1" e po L ,,t ,ao, If o, u=, e v ,,=, e •e , t I a oua* nU IE) er

scanning x-ray source that would produce a real-time image suitable

for interpretation and the identification of a mine buried to a

moderate depth (less than 5 inches) was judged to be high. The

further aevelopment of such a system into a field-worthy instrument

appeared to be a formidable undertaking but technically feasible.

The use of thermal neutron capture gamma ray analysis was

considered to have considerably less potential than the x-ray imaging
approach, but several technical advances suggested that it had a

moderate development potential. If it could be shown to achieve the
major mine detection goals, then its further development into a

fieldable instrument was viewed as substantially less risky than the

x-ray imaging system.

Neutron thermalization was judged to have very low potential for

meeting the goals for a gcneral-purpose mine detector; however, it was
observed that there were certain circumstances in which it could
function effectively, particularly in desert regions. Because its

14



development appeared routine compared to the two higher potential

instruments, a modest effort to define its capabilities and

limitations was recommended.

The technique described as Differential Collimated Photon

Scattering is, in many ways, the ultimate extension of

multiple-energy, x-ray backscattering techniques. Althougn this

technique has a significant technical potential, the inherent

technical risk was judged to be very high because no prior experiments

could be extrapolated with confidence to predict the advantages of the

technique.

L
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X-Ray Backscatter Sýystem

The use of x-ray backscatter has been studied, and several

prototype detectors have been developed for field study. Also, the

field has been reviewed extensively (Roder and Van Konynenberg,

1975). The available data indicate that backscattering is limited to

mines buried no more than a few inches. At greater depths, the higher

energy x-rays required for penetration produce scattered x-rays, which

are primarily a function of density; therefore, they provide little

information about the presence of the mine. For a surface mine, a

very low-energy x-ray source would be highly sensitive to the change

in atomic number represented by a mine; but even a minimal soil

covering would hide the mine. Thus, a medium-energy source represents

the best comipromise between depth of burial and detection capability.

The observed backscatter for the geometries of interest are

largely the result of multiple compton scattering, although there are

geometries in which single compton scattering is a major component.

Because multiple scatter represents a majority of the information
relevant to the presence of a low-atomic-number inclusion of limited

size in a semi-infinite medium of higher-atomic-number, a low-energy

source provides the greatest information content for surface-emplaced

or shallowly buried mines. However, at burial depths of 2 inches or
more, the penetration of the x-rays is low, absorption is high, and

few of the observed backscattered x-rays are from the mine. A higher
x-ray energy then becomes important in order to permit greater depth

of penetration, a result that is achieved only at the expense of a
decrease in the ratio of mine-scattered x-rays to soil-scattered

x-rays. Consequently, the use of x-ray energies in excess of a few

hundred keV appears to lack any advantage. Furthermore, this

conclusion also has the consequence that mines buried deeper than

about 4 or 5 inches will be effectively undetectable by x-ray methods.

One of the most serious of the problems that has limited tne use

of backscattering has been the inability to develop a practical means

16



to overcome height sensitivity. This problem arises because the

intensity of the detected x-ray is very sensitive to the distance

between the source and the surface. Irregularities in the surface,

caused by depressions, clods, rocks, and/or other features, make

impractical the setting of a specific detector threshold to signal the

presence of a mine. A variety of schemes have been advanced for

solving the height sensitivity proolem. One approach used a

backscatter beta source. This scheme worked in the absence of

vegetations, but even a few leaves confounded the results. Operating

two identical detectors, separated vertically by a few centimeters,

would, in principle, provide height information over a limited height

range if both the detectors and source are collimated. The most

direct approach is to employ two different energy sources

sequentially. Because the x-rays from a higher energy source

penetrate further, they will exhibit a different dependence on height

than will x-rays from a lower energy source whose scattering is nearer

I Sthe surface.61

The use of an ultrasonics device similar to that used in automatic

focusing cameras was suggested also, but it was observ2d that it
probably would suffer from the same problems as the beta backscatter

system. (NOTE: In the context of neutron backscatter, the workshop

panel had considered the ultrasonic technique without arriving at this

negative conclusion.)

Another means of providing height compensation is to operate two
detectors, one of which has an x-ray filter. Choosing an appropriate

combination of x-ray source and x-ray absorber results in the two
detectors having different responses to height variations. The
difference arises because of the change in the backscatter spectrum

that is, itself, a consequence of the change in the angle between
source and detector.

Earlier embodiments of the backscattering idea used various

combinations of collimated sources and collimated dete( ors. The most

17
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I elaborate scnemes proposed the use of collimated sources and either

collimated detector arrays or collimated, position-sensitive

detectors. These approaches generally were limited to very slow

scanning oecause of the inability to acnieve the required source

intensity. None accomplished the task of reducing height sensitivity

to an acceptable level.

The study completed by SAI as a consequence of the Mine Detection

Workshop held in 1973 (Ginaven et al., 1973) indicated that an imaging

system might be capable of accomplishing most of the detection goals
I- if the image were to be presented to an operator for analysis. This

possibility appeared worthy of further exploration in light of several

recent developments.

The primary requirements for an imaging photon scattering ;nine

detector are adequate intensity and a geometry that produces an image

that has a high probability of being recognizaDle as d buried

anti-vehicular mine. Also, the problem of height sensitivity must be

-. overcome, although for visual detection the problem is not expected to

be as severe as it would be for a purely automatic alarm device.

The potential value of an imaging system was demonstrated in work

carried out by Jacobs et al (1979) The system employed a well k
collimated source and an uncollimated detector. Imaging was achieved

by rastering the source/detector assembly. Because the source was

collimated, the backscatter signal primarily was a oaeasure of the

first scatter. In the aosence of either geometry or density

"variations, the presence of a lower-atomic-number inclusion in thek path of the primary beam wiil result in a reduction of the L

photoelectric ausorption part of the attenuation process and,

consequently, an increase in the numoer of multiple scattered pnotons

tnat escape from the surface and are potentially detectable.

This process is quite similar to the processes that occur in the

usual mine detection geometries, in which an uncollimated or partially

collimated source is used, because of the need to maximize the source

18
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flux. If detector collimation is employed, the geometry is highly

sensitive to height variation. By contrast, the collimated source

geometry will be less sensitive to height variations, particularly if

the detector area is large. Because of the increased attenuation path

at small angles with respect to the surface, the flux will decline

rapidly at large angles, and, consequently, a detector area that is

moderately large may exhibit a substantially reduced height

sensitivity.

If incident intensity and efficient detection of backscattered

radiation were the only criteria, the system would be relatively

uncomplicated technically, although still representing a substantial

developmental challenge. However, as shown in several studies

(Coleman, 1971), an uncollimated detector will result in very poor

discrimination. This expectation was demonstrated by Jacobs et al.

(1979). The reason for this is that subsurface features whose

effective change in absorption and scatter are smaller tnan tne value

of absorption and scatter resulting from variations in tne surface

from an ideal plane will be masked. In order to overcome this

difficulty, a means of imaging the surface is required. Jacobs et al.

(1979), achievea this by using a second lower energy x-ray source to
form a second image. The essential proce-dure was to form two separate
images, one at the x-ray energy from a 50-kVp tube source and the

second at 100 kVp. Because the lower energy scatter is very dependent

on surface features, the surface features could be removed by a

weighted difference of the two signals. They suggest a generalization

of the procedure to form "tomographic" backscatter images as a

function of depth by employing multiple x-ray energies.

Obviously, the use of more than a single energy in the scan

greatly complicates the x-ray source and the image processing. It

also decreases the intensity available. The fact that a difference

signal is beiny produced puts added stress on the need for statistical

precision in the individual images ana suggests the need for an

increase in intensity. Nevertheless, the potential for mine

19



detection, particularly mines buried to no more tnan about two inches,

is great. The required image processing is already available in

compact form, and an appropriate x-ray source is a likely possibility

based on existing scanning x-ray sources.

The dual energy differential backscatter imaging has tne adoed

advantage that it provides some additional heignt compensation at tile

same time that it compensates for scattering from an irregular

surface, thus making subsurface features detectable.

Although this procedure does provide some height compensation, the

change in intensity as a function of height still represents a serious

problem because, if a difference signal is being recorded, the

individual signals have a different geometric variation as a function

of height. ConsE.quently, it may be necessary to provide some other

method of height compensation to normalize the signals at each energy

prior to providing the difference signal tnat results in the

subsurface image. Tnis is particularly likely if the height

variations are large, as they were not in the work of Jacobs, et al.

In order to make such an x-ray backscatter imaging system

practical, several requirements must be met. First and foremost is a

source capable of producing a high-intensity scanning beam that would

make a reasonable forwdrd rate possiblL. The characteristics of such

a source can be estimated roughly as follows.

I
The forward velocity must be no less than 3 mph (1.35 nis-) and

cover a width of 10 feet (3 ri). This is a scanned area of 4.08 x

10 cm Sl If the scanning beam had a size equivalent to V.
l-cm-x-l-cm, the line scan rate would have to be 134 per second, or a

single line scan time of 7.5 ms.

If the spot size were increased to 2-cm-by-2-cm, then the line

scan rate would be 67 x s , and a single scan would occur in 15
ins, resulting in a dwell time of lt•Ojs per pixel.•

20 .
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An existing medical x-ray source (Cann, 1985) that uses an

electron be&m to scan a target that is 3 m in extent has a single scan
tiw• of 50 ms and operates at a scan rate of 17 s-!. This x-ray
source operates at 130 kV at a beam current of 800 mA. In principle,

the scan could be continued indefinitely. So long as the bearn current
of 600 mA is not exceeded, the scan rate can be increased, limited

only by the beam sweeping electronics.

Assuming a collimttor on the source that results in an

approximately 2-cn.-x-2-cm source size at a source-to-surface distance

of 15 cm, there would be about 5 x 109 photon incidents on each
pixel. Based on prior studies, the average fractional intensity of

the total backscatter is about 10-. Using an uncollimated,
large-area detectov, perhaps 0.1 of this flux coiuld be detected.

Bezause no elaborate information processing is required, the 100-is
per pixel given above is quite adequate for any desired processing.

If the source must provide two energies, a- i7 e:.-ecte , then the
constrairt of changin% the high voltage further burdens the source
intensity, scan rate, and image processing time, (NOTE: In a later
section (Differential Collim&ted Photon Scattering], the use of

multiple energies in a similar geometry Is discussed. Although it was
not explicitly applied to the ideas discussed in this section, the

potential is apparent and was mentioned in passing by Jacobs et al. in
their 1979 report.) It was plausibly assumed that the use of two

separate x-ray sources of jifferent energics would be impractical even
if separate x-ray detectors for high and low energy x.-rays were

postulated. Consequently, the scanning source would be required to
operate at twice the scen -.ate and to "fly back" to its origin for

eacn scan it, order to providc constznt scan line spacing.

For a pixel size of 2 cm, the location of the twc pixels

interrogated by the same x-ray energy m.ght be separated by 4 cm. A
significant change in material (sol) p)roperties might occur in this

distance; consequertly, a line averaging scheme might be needed prior
to subtraction of the two energy-separated images.
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Various schemes for averaging alternate scans prior to subtraction

are conceptually simple and easy to implement. Optimization of them

and the subtraction algorithm is far simpler base( on experiment&d

data and was not pursued by the panel.

Based on this dual-energy concept, the total photon intensity

incident on each pixel area would be 2 x 1O9 , the detected intensity

would be about 2 x 10 per second, and each pixel would be observed

for 50 usec. If there are 150 pixEls per line and the width of an

image is 50 cm (50 total scan lines), the total number of imagt

elements is only 7500. BecausE the total nmber uf photons per pixel

is small, the total memory require-ment is ve.-y modest. On the other

hand, each line in the image must be shifted by one line every 15 n~r.

Obviously, the processing of the corresponding pixels from succeedir, j

scans must be done in parallel, a procedure that is well establisrhed.

The detector for this scheme must satisty a number of sigr, ificant

reQUirements. It must be relatively sensitive if a high stacistical

inference is to be achieved. Also, it must cover a large siie, i.e.,

it must be approximately equal in efficiency over the full scan

range. These requirements potentially may tie met by a variety of

detectors or dercctor systems. Be-ause the beackýcdtter raJiatiot!
consists of lo--energy photons, fluorescent sr.weens in conjunction
with phetodMode arrays are P possible cnoice. Such combinations have

been used in other applications. TPou is insuffiLient information

available to determine the practical potential of this choice.

Types of detectors that were considered potentialjy useful

inLluded plastic scintillators, liquid scintillators, and Xenon-filled

gas scintillation countEis, as well as long cylinders coated

intefrnally wit;i fluorescers and viewed by a pair of photomultipliers.

Another possible choice consists uf A detector/pliutodiode urray,

where tw,c detector itself is some formn of scintillator. Although the

use of photomultipliers is possible, the advent cf low-none
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ampl i'iers for photodiodes have rendered then obsolete for most

applications.

Th e de.',ctors whose character istics are best known for

applications s•,iilar to the imaging backwcatter mine detector are the

sulid, crystal'iine scirntillator:. BiGeO4  and CdWO4 . Both exhibit

the desira.jle cK~racteristfcs of ,tigh efficiency and low afterglow,

the 'fatter being :'articularly iinporLant for high scan rate operation

in whih detector current is mea.ured and digitized, A single

de-tector 3m lo-ig is unlikely tU be practical, although a Xenon-filled

gas scintkllatirn detector with photoultipliers at each end rnight be

feasible. The riore likely approach would use an array of detectors

spaced along the source. Th. detLctor response function as a function

of location of the source would correct for response variations. A

relativ,ýly small njiber of detectors would oe sufficient for complete

coverage.

WhetlL:r a pulse-ýountifig detector or a current modu detector is

employed is baled on the x-ray intensity available, but current mode

wds consilered to be a oetter choice if the available x-ray intensity

could be made suffici'nt, which seem, likely. There appeared to be no

advantage to thle use of crystal scintillators, and the consensus was

that the %implest systems, such as a fluorescent screen or plastic

scintillator/ph,)'.odiode array, would be preferred.

The panel considered the differential x-ray backscatter imaging

aprroach to have a substantial possibility for application to the mine

dcLection problem and to be the most promising of the techniques

explored during the workshup.

A feasibility study of the technique would answer a numuer of the

elementary questions that are still outstanding. Such a study shuuld
address the fullowiny questions:
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1. What are the optimum x-ray energies that yield high detection

probability over a range of burial depths.?

2. What is the largest practical pixel size that will result in

a high detection probability?

3. What is the variation of intensity witn height, and can it be

compensated for effectively?

4. What are the practical requirements for x-ray source

intensity, detector size, detector efficiency, and other

initial system parameters?

5. What range of soil parameters can be tolerated by the system?

6. What type of expected artifacts (rocks, roots, scrap metal,

clods, holes, etc.) will result in false Jlarmn?

These are generic questions that must be answe-ed in a general way

before a more detailed design and development program could be

embarked upon.

The dual energy differential backscatter technique has some r.
inherent limitations. The scan rate (area per unit time) as a mine

detector will be limited b.y a numuer of system parameters, several of
wh',ch will be quite resistant to substantial imnprovement. The x-ray

sourc.e is the prlmmry limitation. In the scanning system discussed, a

continuuu• puwer dissipation of about 105 watts is projected. This

relatively large power is dissipated in a liquid-cooled taryet with an

area of 300 cm2 , a value that is achievable with present technology;

however, an order of magnitude increase appears to be out of reach.

Arn x-ray source of this type will present formmiidable practical

problerms for a field device. In addition to thie power handling
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requirement, there is the necessity of maintaining a high vacuum in a

large volume. The existing x-ray source uses active pumping to

.chieve the, required vacuum. It is unlikely that the sealed tube

approa,,ch will be feasible for this; source. Even if mucn larger power
handling capability w,#ere possible, the beam handling problems would be

severe, and accomrrlishment of it in a transportaole system is likely

to be a formidable prospect.

Perhaps the most limiting area is the requirement of operator

interpretation of the changing image field. Although image analysis

and recognition carried out by a computer and software conceivably

will replace the human operator, this. transition cannot be expected

within the foreseeable future, particularly if a transportable system

is involved. Interpretation in real time is a consideraole problem,

even though it is a necessity for practIcal applications.

Consequently, the panel recognized tnat such a systein would have to be

r•moLely uperatd in ordtr to ensure the slfety of the opi-ator and

interpreter.

II
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Thermal Neutron Capture Gamma Ray

Detection of nitrogen based on the lO.8-MeV from the
14 N(n,)15N reaction is a technique that has received a great deal

of attention beginning in the 1950s. The method has always been

viewed as being an attractive technique because it seemed to be

substantially more specific for explosives than alternative
approaches. In the historical review prepared by SAI (Coleman et al,

1974), all the available dalta were examined. This review was not

encouraging, but it did lead to some questions about the validity of

these early results and also led to a new experimental study carried

out using a 50-cm 3, high-resolution Germanium detector.

This study, done by SAI, employed an extremely favorable geometry

in which the source was 1 inch above the surface, with the mine
consisting of 9 pounds of NH4NO3  buried 1.5 inches below the
9 rou nd. The udet-ector was shi4ocl.ded and Collmtd thtis il f

view was restricted to a relatively small solid angle centered on the

mine. Although not stated, a detector of this type would be likely to
exhibit a resolution of les3 than 2 keV at 1.33-MeV and a resolution

of less than 6 keV at lO.8-MeV. The spectra presented by SAI appear
to have a resolution of about 50 keV. This is not explained in the

text of the report.

Orphan has re-examined these results and presents calculations

based on the use of a BiGeO4 detector (see attachment). These

calculations are in general agreement with the earlier results

obtained with a Ge detector. In either case, the detection capability
would appear to be sufficiently gooc to make the claim that thermal

neutron capture gamma ray analysis would be a viable option for

detection of nitrogen and, hence, explosives.

The assessment is mitigatea by the following observations: (1)
tne total count rate capability of the detectors considerec is limited

by inherent detector time constraints and prc,,plifier/amFlifier time
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constants to values that are relatively small, less than 3 x 105/s,
and cannot exceed 1 x 105/s without introducing significant pile-up
effects. Given a detector system that is highly collimated, the data
of Coleman et al. (SAI, 1974), implies a spectrum total count rate to
total nitrogen l0.8-MeV gamma peak count rate ir excess of 3 x l10.
The earlier data of Powell and Matthews (1973), using a large (5-in.
diameter by 4-in. length) NaI(TI) scintillator, a 30-lb
high-explosives sample, and an idealized geometry (an 8-in. thick lead
collimator) resulted in a spectrum total count rate to nitrogen
10.8-MeV peak total count rate in excess of 1.5 x 10 , and a ratio
of 0.5 for the counts in the nitrogen peaks to the background counts
under the peak. However, this value must be tempered Dy the
possibility that the high reported value came about because of a lack
of adequate shielding between the 2 5 2 Cf source and the detector. If
this count ratio is adjusted for the greater efficiency of a
3-in.-x-3-in. BGO detector, a spectrum total to nitrogen peak count

rate ot 3guO is ootained. For an dOsUluLe cuuri (~ate limit of 3.0 x
105, then in the 0.2-s sweep time required, the total counts

expected in the nitrogen peak area would be about 20. Based on a
count rate of 300,000/s, a pulse pile-up and peak-shape discrimination
system with a resolution of 0.1-ps would contribute 5 to 10 counts per
second to the region. This value is consistent with the data of

Powell and Matthews (1971).

Although the use of BGO has advantages because of its high
efficiency, its loger resolution would seem to pose an additional
problem. Because the peak is broad, pile-up background will
contribute twice the number of events that would be seen with
NaI(Tl). The large NaI(TI) scintillator used by Poweil and iMattliews
had sufficient resolution to resolve the l0.8-MeV full energy and
first escape peaks from the background, although the existence of a
background at all is a serious limitation. The lower resolution of a
BGO detector will make compensation for this inevitaole background
more difficult. It seems reasonable to assume that the background in
the region of the l0.8-MeV peaks will nave a significanL impact on the
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ability to detect a mine. Thus, a signal-to-bacKground ratio of 1:1,

with a nitrogen-derived count of 20, would be inadequate because a

threshold of more than 30 would be required to avoid almosc continuous

alarms. Even at this discrimination level, the number of alarms would

be entirely unacceptable. Moreover, such a level would have a high

miss rate (about 10 percent). V. Orphan was of the opinion that the

signal observed in the l0.8-MeV region was free of background, but

this was not the view of the panel as a whole.

The most significant improvement relevant to the detection of

explosives through the detection of the lO.8-MeV gamma ray from the

capture of thermal neutrons by 14N is the develcpmerit of electronic

techniques that permit Nal and BGO scintillators to operate at rates 4

to 5 times the upper limit possible in 1973. This increase has a

significant impact on the potential of the technique. Based on a

maximum rate of l05 s-1 and a peak-to-total ratio of 1:1000, using

a large (4-in.-x-5-in.) Nai(Ti) detector, d Lutdl of 25 LLUUrLs would

be recorded, of which about 12 would be in the full energy peak. Such

a result was judged by Reynolds et al. '1974), as not likely to be

developed into a practical system. if a count rate of 3 x 105 s1

is now practicable, as is assumed, the total count would be about 75,

of which about 38 would be in the lull energy peak.

If the peak-to-total ratio is as low as 1:3000, as seems possible,

the above values would be reduced by a factor of 3. Thus, it is

reasonable to conclude that if a peak-to-total rakio of 1:1000 is

achievable with eitiher a Nat or BGO detector, a system to detect

nitrogen in explosives might be technically feasible. Even so, there

would be formidable difficulties in the path to a practical system

because of shielding problems. If the requirement of a 1:1000

peak-to-total ratio can be achieved only at the expense of

collimation, the overall problem is exacerbated.

The panel reviewed the possibility of developing a practical

system of mine detection with a degree of scepticism, but agreed that,
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in view of some recent developments, it could not be ruled out as a

possible method. Although the additional data provided by SAI does

modify the negative judgment arrived at by earlier studies, it does

not provide a strong case, and practical feasibility of the method

remains marginal at best in the judgment of the panel.

There is a second thermal neutron capture reaction in N: the
14N(n,p) 14C reaction. This reaction has a large cross-section.

Unfortunately, it produces no gamma rays, and the beta radiation from
44C has a half-life of more than 5000 years. In any event, beta

rays have such low penetrability in matter that they could not be

detected. This panel unanimously agreed that this possibility should

be dismissed from consideration.

In order to clarify some of the unanswered questions regarding the -l

practical feasibility of the thermal neutron capture ganina ray

technique, a carefully designed programl would ,eed Lu Ljt CIiried uut.

This program would focus on setting up an experimental procedure that

could replicate with a reasonable degree of precision typical field

environments. It is particularly important that buried mines (or

simulants) be arranged so that they can be removed and replaced with
soil in a systematic and repeatable way.

Critical questions to ue answered are the maximum neutron flux
requirements, the signal-to-background ratio achievable, statistical

adequacy of the information, and the effects of mine type, burial

depth, soil type, soil moisture content, and geometry (height
variations) on the ability to provide high assurance of the presence

of a mine without excessive false alarm response.

The recognized limitation of this technique is the neutron UIkx

necessary to produce a sufficient signal to result in an alarm with

low false alarm probability. This requirement is intimately connected
with the detector ability to operate at a very high pulse rate with

reasonably high efficiency at the l0.6-MeV photon energy of the gairina
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ray from N, and to have an adequate resolution to provide the

required signal-to-background ratio. The latter is dependent on the

electronic pulse pile-up discrimination, along with the intrinsic

response time characteristics of the detector. All of these

parameters interact in a complex manner that can be predicted, but

there are sufficient variations in the estimates made for each of the

parameters to preclude a precise calculation of the overall result.

The intense source of neutrons required for this technique

represents an additional area of concern. Such a source (about 1010

s-l of 14-MeV neutrons) is extremely hazardous. Although the

neutron flux is completely absent when the machine is not activated,

in normal operation personnel would have to be excluded from a

substantial area (more than 50-m radius), and tne system probably

would require a remotely operated vehicle.

rIdLr Fidl I pustd tu the veutrons would •.-- -il~u r Ul• u~i U•UIII• dL•J'-IV J U •11FIQ

eventually the vehicle and ancillary equipment would have a

significant level of radioactivity. Aluminum and copper would pose

potential hazards after prolonged (8 hours), continuous exposure to

the neutrons being generated. This problem could be dealt with if the

technique proved to be technically feasible and practical.
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Neutron Moderation

Compared to typical soils, explosives contain a relatively high
percentage of hydrogen. This has led to an interest in the use of

neutron techniques that exploit the fact that hydrogen efficiently

scatters and thermalizes fast neutrons. Several devices have been

employed to study the effect of replacing soil with a quantity of

explosives (1,2). These have been either adaptations of existing

neutron logging devices or specially designed devices. The operating

principle is straightforward. A detector sensitive to thermal

neutrons (usually a BF3 or 3He filled gas proportional counter) is
placed near, but shielded from, a source of fast neutrons. As the

device passes over the ground, th2 thermal neutron albedo from the

ground changes with the hydrogen content of the material beneath the
neutron source. This simple approach has been shown to exhibit a

number of significant limitations. In the first case, a strong height

sensitivity is apparent. Several methods to overcome this problem

have been explored. The use of beta radiation backscattering proved

inappropriate because leaves and other low-density vegetation are
equally as effective at producing a signal as soil, and changes in

soil composition also change the backscatter intensity. The panel
considered the use of a simple sonar device (such as found in some

cameras), but was unaole to determine if a similar reflection proolemn
might not occur. The use of low-energy x-rays (-50 keV) was thought

to be a better choice because it could penetrate low-density

vegetation and would not penetrate soil significantly. No data

relating to the use of x-rays for this purpose was presented by any of

the panel members, although the principle itself was considered to be

sound, and data on x-ray backscatter at x-ray energies below 100 keY
is available. An x-ray backscatter mine detection research program
carried out by Industrial Nucleonics in 1973 (Thompson, 1973)

attempted to overcome the height sensitivity of the x-ray backscatter
technique by using a pair of detectors, one of which has a Europium

filter (k absorption edge 48.5 keV). In the geometry used, ooth the

spectrum and the total intensity of backscattered x-rays varies with
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height. Consequently, the two detectors had responses as a function

of height that were appreciably different and could be used for height

compensation. This technique could be applicable to the neutron

moderation technique.

The other major problem is the fact that soil hydrogen content ;f

so highly variable that it spans the range of explosives and extends

significantly beyond it. The explosives RDX and TNT contain 2.7

percent and 2.2 percent, respectively, of hydrogen. By contrast, an

arid, sandy soil might have a hydrogen content of l0-3 percent,

while an organic soil following a rain might have a hydrogen content

of 5 percent.

Early efforts to use neutron moderation as a means of

discriminating explosives buried in soil were unsuccessful. Van

Konynenburg and Roder, 1970, report that a bowl of water (11-percent

hydrogen), buried 2 inches below the soil level, could not be

detected, altnougnh surface moisture changes were readily detected.

In a recent study reported by Buhts, Malone, and Cooper, i985, two

different mines were buried to depths of 2 cm, 4 cm, 6 cm, and 8 cm.

The hydrogen content of four specimens of soil ranged from 1.5 percent

to 2.5 percent. All of the data were recorded with the

source/detector in contact with the soil, thus removing any variation

in results attributable to height. Twelve individual random traverses

across the location of a mine were made, each traverse beginning 4

feet from the mine and terminating 4 feet beyond the mine. Using only

the data at a distance of 2 feet or more from the mine, some useful

information regarding the variation in recorded counts (and, hence,

average soil hydrogen content) can be developed. This data is

essentially the background hydrogen variation that can be expected for

a typical moderately dry soil. The data have been collected and are
plotted as a histogram of frequency versus counts falling within

50-count intervals (see Figure 1). Based on this data, the variation

in expected counts is very high. Thus, the probability that the
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recorded counts will exceed 2100 in the absence of a rine is about

0.135 percent.

The number of counts for one mine (VS-16), buried to a depth of 1

cm, was 2277 and 2308 for two trials. When this mine was buried at 2

cm, the counts for two trials were 1991 and 1966. At 4-cm burial, the

nine trials gave results that ranged from 1595 to 1741. Deeper

burials resulted in an average count of 1542 at 6 cm and 1254 counts

at 8 cm. These latter two results are most likely entirely the result

of the soil and not the mine itself, based on a simple calculation of

the known thermalization lengtns for fast neutrons in water and

adjusting for the effective average density of water in the soil.

If the soil conditions of this study prevailed in most situations,

then if a missed detection probability of 5 percent is tolerable

(i.e., a one-sided deviation of 1.6a), then a threshold of 2260 could

be set. The probability of producing a false positive is then about

0.7 percent, perhaps an accepLabie resuli. if Lhe irLtrrugaLedu rea

is 1 ft 2 , there would result one false alarm for each 1400-ft 2

For the 2-cm burial, the results are much worse. For a miss

probability of 5 percent, the detection threshold would have to be set

at 1908 counts. Consequently, the probability that a false dlarm

would occur is the probability that the counts in an unmined area

would exceed the mean by 2.1a. or about 1.6 percent. This is

equivalent to one false alarm for every 63 ft 2 interrogate.J. For a

second mine (Pt-Mi-Ba), even for a burial depth of 1 cm, the false

alarm rate for any reasonable detection probability would be high

because the two recorded counts were 1938 and 2033.

In practice, the soil moisture content could be higher than the

values observed in this study, and, hence, the background counts wvould

be higher, a result that would make th'a detection of a mine under any

conditions problemmatical.
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If the soil becomes saturated, then the mine acts as a hydrogen

deficit. In this case, the mine would ue detected as a count

decrease. Although such a possibility was recognized, it did not

appear likely that this situation would be commonly encountered.

A second serious problem is the presence of puddles of water and

the rapidly changing moisture content after a rain storm. In this

situation, the system is essentially unusable because no level caý Le

established.

The possibility of discrimination based on shape was discussed,

but there seemed to be little likelihood that this additional

information, if it could be obtained, would substantially alter the

unfavorable results obtained in these two studies. Consequently, the

panel was inenthusiastic about the prospects of this method.

The anticipa•Led iimi.a.io. s j.. tie neutron i -ioderaton Cechniqu

did not encourage the panel to recommend further extensive exploration

of the technique; however, it was recognized that in dry, sandy soil,

the method could be an efficient means of dptecting mines. A very

modest program to explore this possi~ility was recommended. Also, it

was thought that some additional study to define the 1-mitations of

the method in othei- soil types might be useful to place the method's

limitatiors in perspective.

I
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Pifferential Collimated Photon Scattering

In the backscatter geometry ordinarily used for mine detection,

multiple scattering dominates the information-bearing return signal.

The energy usually is relatively low in order to maximize tt'e signal,

and single sLatter cannot be separated from multiple scatter. If, on

the other hand, the system is configured so that a collimated beam is

incident n3rmal to the surface, and a collimated detector interrogates

a volume at a specific level below the surface, and if the energy is

sufficiently large that the single scatter peak can be separated from

a multiple scatter peak, then a direct measure of the density of the

volume interrogated is obtained, so long as the attenuations of the

incident beam and the single scatter beam remain constant.

Unfortunately, this latter condition is unlikely to be met in any

practical mine detection scenario. A way to overcome this limitation

is to have a series of collimated detectors, arranged in a vertical

array, each interrogating a differeit voluiie. If the at-ray contains a
number of small detectors, then there will be one detector that will

receive a return signal while the one just above it will record no

signal because its interrogation volume is air only. The detector

that records a signal will measure the density of the soil in its

interrogated volume. From this datum the attenuation for the incident

beam and single scatter beam for the next lower volume can be

calculated, assuming that the density is constant over the volume.

This procedure could continue to as great a depth as desired so long

as the lowest detector receives an adequate single scatter flux.

The above scheme functions as desired so long as the average

atomic number in the soil remains constant over the voluine being
interrogated. If a significant shift occurs, such as having a thin
surface layer that is high in organic matter above a lateritic soil

that hes a high iron content, for example, then a more complex scheme

using two energies would be required. The second energy would be a

relatively low energy. Combining the two results would, in principle,
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provide a measure of both the average atomic number and the lensity.

In practice, this method will not function well because tht• lower

energy x-rays will produce single and multiple scatters that will not

be separaled. Because the inference of atomic number is dependent on

the single compton scatter, the multiple scatter component will

largely obviate the general possibility of achieving the desired

result. Although the multiple scatter component contains information

on both atomic number and density, the source of the multiple scatter

is not well characterized, and the data will be the average of a much

larger volume than that of the intersection of the source irradiation

and detector volumes in the soil.

If the effect of a varying soil atomic number can be ignored by
assuming that its variation is small, the system required to implement

the idea described would be a large undertaking. Instead of a single
column of detactos-tc er h with a focuising ro1limAtnr An6 a sinale

focusing source, this arrangement would have to be duplicated many

times in order to cover an adequate width. A .,ough estimate suggests

that a vertical array of eight detectors, each 2 cm in diameter, might
suffice for a single column. This array would have to be duplicated

at 5-cm intervals over a width of about 2 meters. Thus, sone 240

detectors and 40 sources would be required.

The týchnical difficulties are quite large in other respects. For

a 400-keV source photon penetrating 10 cm of soil undergoing a 1200

compton scatter, and the resultant 200-keV photon then penetrating 15

cm of soil, the probability that the original photon will result in a

detected event is about 3 x 10-8 for a soil of density l.5g cm- 3.

If detection must occur in about 0.25 s, and at least 100 events must

be recorded to achieve reasonable statistical precision (zero

background and the occurrence of a positive signal for a mine from

several contiguous locations are assumed as the means of achieving low

false alarm), then the source flux at the intersection point would
10 -

have to be 1.3 x 10 s . If the source were 10 cm above the

surface, the total distance would be 20 cm. Assuming an irradiated
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2
area of 3 cm, the total source strength would have to be 1.6 x
1013 s-1 (about 400 Curies). A 137Cs source of this size could

be achieved, and a source of about 100 Ci could accomplish the same

end if an efficient focusing collimator could be fabricated. Forty

such sources would be required, resulting in a minimum source strength
of 4000 Curies. Shielding such a system would result in a substantial

mass and considerable complexity.

Alternatively, several x-ray tubes operating at the normal upper

limit of about 320 KVP, heavily filtered to p:roduce a peak at about

250 keY, might be a possibility.

In either case, the source required would present formidable

difficulties. Although the panel agreed that such a system was

theoretically possible, the members considered that it had lesser
nrnmicia th;n di-i tho % fai-rnhtfihca maihnfr nf dii~l anarnv harle'c•ttprinn

discussed earlier.

A feasibility study to assess this concept could be carried oLt

using a single collimated source and collimated detector. The major

question to be answered is whether this concept will achieve the

discrimination suggested for it. Prior to carrying out an experiment,

an analysis of the operation of the system should be done based on the

substantial body of data already available for scattering of x-rays
from soils. These experimental data and the known scattering

cross-sections would allow an essentially complete assessment of the

fundamental potential and anticipated limitation of the method.

As pointed out above, the number and size of the individual source

is a matter of concern. Although individual sources apparently can

meet the requirement, the system would be complex. Meeting a minimal

speed requirement would be difficult with any combination of sources

a,-d detector. Yhe statistical demands would be relatively severe in
order to minimize false alarms. Although the scheme seems to solve

the height sensitivity problem, the problem of response to other

objects remains as a potential source of false alarms.
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OTHER TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

None of the following techniques were considered to have

sufficient promise to merit further experimental or analytical study.

In most instances, it seemed unlikely that even substantial advances

in technology would alter this negative evaluation. In a few cases,

notably x-ray fluorescence, it was thought that the possibility

existed that a substantial advance in technology could alter the

negative assessment, but that such an advance was not presently

foreseeable.
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Fast Neutron Reaction Techniques

Fast neutron techniques were reviewed in light of advances in

neutron source availability and the applicability of advances in

signal processing.

The development of highly reliable, small, sealed tube d-t, 14-MeV

neutron generators provided the impetus for this re-evaluation. It

was speculated that improvements in signal processing would result in

an advantage for fast neutron reaction techniques, but no specific

role for advanced signal processing was presented.

Several earlier studies on fast neutron reactions were pointed

out, and it was agreed that reactions that used oxygen as the target

nucleus were inappropriate because of the ubiquitous nature of the

presence of oxygen at concentrations comparable to those common to

eAplosives. The consensus was that oxygen was inapplicable as a means

of signaling the presence of explosives.

Nitrogen, on the other hand, is present at high levels in

explosives of military utility. The concentration in RDX is 37.8 Wt%

(highest), and in TNT it is 18.5 Wt% (lowest). For RDX in particular,

the nitrogen content is high compared to most naturally occurring

substances. For TNI. the nitrogen content is comparable to that in

protein, but the density is substantially higher. Thus, nitrogen

appears tc be a reasonably likely signature for these explosives.

Various fast neutron reactions were considered (NOTE: These

reactions and others were reviewed in considerable detail in Coleman,

et al. (1974). Among the more likely were the 14N(n,2n)13N and

the 14 N(n' t) 14 N. The first of these reactions results in a

positron-emitting nuclide with a 4-s half-life. A secondary emission

of very low abundance is a 6.4-MeV gamma ray. The latter is

detectable with good efficiency, but three serious problems mitigate
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against practical application of the r(iction. First is the reduction

in speed engendered by the necessity of recording events for a

significant fraction of a half-life. The second problem is the very

large background resulting from gamma rays from thermal capture. Even

using high-resolution detectors, the large background present

represents a substantial problem in distinguishing the desired gamma

ray. Third, in addition to the general background caused by compton

scattering in the detector, there are gamma rays from thermal capture

in iron and silicon that will be indistinguishable from the gamma rays

from 13N. Because these thermal neutron capture reactions have a

large cross-section compared to the fast neutron reactions of

interest, the detection of nitrogen by this means appeared unpromising.

In the case of the second reaction, only the prompt radiation from
14the excited states of N would be useful. The most abundant gamma

ray lines are 2.31 MeV and 1.63 MeV. However, there are numerous

other nuclides that would produce similar gamma rays upon being

irradiated with neutrons. The objections raised aoove would apply to

this reaction also.

Several earlier studies were discussed, and it was pointed out

that the presence of copper resulted in a strong interference for

detection of 13N because 14Cu has large production cross-sections
and decays hv• nncitrnn amiccinnAC ras dn 13N The 2-. -MV,.a. nmm.a ray

from the n,n'r reaction is strongly interfered with by similar energy

gamma rays from many other inelastic scattering reactions and also

from gamma rays resulting from neutron capture.

This technique appeared to offer little potential, and no new or

emerging advance in technology seemed likely to be so directly

relevant as to change the negative consensus of the panel.

.4
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Neutron Inelastic Scattering

Among the isotopes of nitrogen and oxygen that are major

constituent atoms in most explosive molecules, several undergo

inelastic scattering reactions with fast neutrons. These reactions,

particularly 12C(n,n' -Y )12 C and 160(nn' Y )160 produce strong

gamma rays that might be used to identify the presence of a mine.

Unfortunately, a strong gamma-producing reaction with nitrogen does

not exist. The panel considered that the use of inelastic scattering

did not show significant promise as a technique, primarily because the

use of carbon or oxygen as the element to be detected was not specific

to explosives.

This judgment is well attested to by the resuilts achieved in

several earlier studies. In particular, the work carried out by TNC

showed that using carbon as the identifying ýignature led to many

false alarms because of the presence of wood or organic mdteri~al in

the soil. Oxygen proved to be ever- less specific--most soils are

composed primarily of the oxides of silicon and aluminum and calcium

carbonates.

TNC used a large collimated, anticoincidence-shielded NaI(Tl)

detector, and, later, a Germanium detector shielded only from direct

fast neutrons= With this system, the 4-44-MeV gamma rAv from
1 2C(nn' -) 12C was prominent, but the background from many other

inelastic scatter gamma rays and capture gamma rays was very intense

also. In a practical application, the background dominated the

spectrum, and the carbon line became a minor feature. A small

quantity of wood lying on the surface resulted in a signal comparable

to a large AV mine buried to I inch. Although the signal coulJ be

increased using a more intense source, the count rate limitations in

the detector would not allow this approach to make the system

practical, even if the problem of false alarms from wood or other

carbon sources could be overcome.

4
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Improvements in signal processing have resulted in substantial

increases in count rate capabilities but fall far short of the factor

needed. Furthermore, the fast neutron intensity required also is

beyond present technology. Based on the TNC results, it would require

a count rate capability of more than 106 s-l and a pulsed neutron

source of 1013 neutrons per pulse, with a pulsing capability of 10
!12

s (an average of 10 neutrons/s). Naither capability is

presently available or likely to be developed in the near future.
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Photon Inelastic Sca~terinqc,

Inelastic photor, scattering can be considered in several
contexts. In t,,e simplest mode, various reactions may be considered.
As with fast neutrons, the mcst likely approach involves
reactions with nitrogew,. Among these reactions are 15 N( -y,n)' 4 N

and 14 N( -,n) 13 N. TIle latter reaction produces the same 10-min
half-life nucleus that was found to be unsuitable for detection of
nitrogen with fast ni-jtrons ai a source. Essentially, the same

objections will occur with inelastic scattering because nearly all of

r the nucliGes Lhat undergo n,2n reactions undergo Y,n reactions and
with similar crcss-section:.

i A second possibility is to use lower energy photons to produce the
d( Y ,n)p reaction. The photon threshold for this reaction is

sufficiently low that very few nuclides w4 ll unicr-o inelastic
scattering reactions. !he neutrons thus producel nave relativeiy low
energy (less than a few MeV), will thermalize rapidly, and will
produce capture gamma rays on reaction with 14N. The detection of
nitrogen through its capture gamma rays was discusFed in an earlier
section. In this section, the point of interest is ti.- possibility of
producing the required neutrons through the d(-y,n)p reaction. This
issue was discussed in detail by A. Barshall io the report of the 1973

Workshop (1). The major obstacle was considered to bU the mass and
power requirements of the gamma ray sourcc (betatron) that would be
required to achieve the necessary neutron production.

Although substantial progress has been achierved in betatron and
electron linear accelerator technology, particularly tne development
of the wave-guide technique that permit5 the head itself to be

separatea from the mass of the generator, the necessary power is a
substantial barrier. The cunsensus was that this approach did not
merit additional study in comparisun with the simila) approach using a

fast neutron generator with thermalization taking place in the soil.
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An objection not discussed explicitly, but obvious, is that

neutron production is dependent on the presence of hydrogen in the

soil. In arid soils, the neutron production would be low and would
make the detection of explosives substantially more difficult, and
might make it impossible.
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Neutron Reaction Using A Pulsed Neutron Source

The combined pulsed neutron experiment (CPNE) is an approach to

bulk soil analysis that takes advantage of a variety of neutron-based
techniques. Its purpose is to carry out such an analysis remotely. A

pulsed 14.4-MeV neutron source allows a large number of independent
measurements to be taken. The system operates as follows: a short (a

few tens of microseconds), intense pulse of deuterons is accelerated
to about 100 keV of energy and strikes a target containing tritium.
The resulting d-t reaction provides a burst of up to 109 14.4-MeV

neutrons. These fast neutrons undergo a variety of reactions.

Following the burst of 14.4-MeV neutrons, a detector measuring the
die-away of epithermal neutrons allows a determination of the hydrogen

content of the surroundings. Simultaneously with thi3 measurement and
before a significant reduction of the neutron intensity has taken

place, the energy of gamma rays produced by fast neutron inelastic

scattering is recorded. After a suitable time period has passed

(about 400 microseconds), most neutrons have reached thermal energies
and are being lost due to neutron capture. The prompt gamma rays from

neutron capture are recorded in this interval. At the same time, a
gross gamma ray count rate measurement determines the rate of loss of

the-mal neutrons to provide an additional measure of the total neutron
capture cross-section of the material. This procedure is repeated at

a rate up to 100 Hz (usually limited to about 10 Hz).

The advantage that this method has over the use of a continuous

source is that fast neutron reactions can be separated from thermal
neutron capture reactions. A second advantage lies in the ability to

turn off the neutron source when the system is not being used, thus

eliminating the large shield that usually is required for isotopic
neutron sources. An important disadvantage is that the 14.4-MeV
neutrons that are generated are much more difficult to shield than the

lower energy isotopir neutrons, thus placing a greater emphasis on
safety during operation and probably requiring increased shielding for

the operator.
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The fundamental problems of using the CPNE approach are similar to

those already discussed in connection with fast neutrons. These

problems and others introduced by the pulsed neutron technique itself

are so severe that it seems unlikely that the advantages of the CPNE
approach would mitigate them sufficiently to make the likelihood of

success a serious possibility, except that there is some consideration
that using the CPNE approach in its thermal neutron capture gamma ray

mode may have a greater possibility. However, Powell and Matthews
(1973) have largely resolved this issue in the negative, as discussed

below.

The total neutron output of an optimized d-t generator can be as

high as lollsl, but perhaps would be less by a factor of 100 in
the pulsed mode ( ~10 neutrons/pulse). Furthermore, the higher

neutron energy compared to that from a 25 2 Cf isotopic source results

in the neutrons being thermalized further from the neutron source.

This causes a reduction of the thermal neutron intensity at the
location of a mine. The combination of these two factors is likely to

result in a signal-to-background ratio somewhat less favorable than
would be obtained for a lower energy neutron source. The use of a

pulsed source has a further, perhaps serious, problem. Because the
detector is active for only a fraction of the time for a given number

of gamma rays per second recorded, the count rate in the detector must
be i nre-v-.5 d by thc frction= of ti4me tha th- e detetri*cie

resulting in a requirement for an extremely large counting rate.
Powell and Matthews (1973) vividly illustrated this problem. In the
continuous mode of operation, no discernible N peak can be found. An

approximate calculation based on average thermalization times in
moderately wet soil suggests that the ratio of total counts to N
prompt gamma ray counts in a 5-in.-x-4-in. Nal detector would be about

20,000. Thus, assuming a limit of 2.5 x 105 counts/s and a duty
cycle of 25 percent, the number of counts due to N would be about one
in the 0.25-s period available for detection. This technique has a
modest potential if a detector that combines high detection efficiency

and high count rates (10 6/s) were available. Given such a detector,
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the pulsed neutron technique has the potential of competing with a

continuous fast neutron source because of the reduction in gamma

background from inelastic scatter reactions. It does not appear that

this modest improvement offsets the general loss of intensity.

Furthermore, the greatly increased technical requirements for the

detector do not appear to be achievable with any existing or potential

detector system.

The use of plastic scintillators is unlikely to be effective

because of the steep slope of the efficiency-versus-energy curve. The

use of an efficient detector at a cojnt rate of 2 x 106 s-l might

be possible. Using the data of Powell and Matthews and extrapolating

to BG0, a 109 burst of neutrons integrated from about 50

microseconds after the pulse to 1 millisecond after the pulse would

produce about 100 counts in the full energy and first escape peaks.

The background counts from all events are difficult to estimate but
G4 u- r4 -nr,r r rim,*ai1, 41 1 n, ni 1tI-n IThn rlncrrýint inn nV thm

,ttjj si ut at. 3d! t~tt~t tJ I WI .t It Id t' mt.. I � - -t .%I t

experiments of Powell and Matthews does not indicate a shield was

placed between the 2 5 2 Cf source and the detector, although such an

oversight does not seem likely.) Based on extrapolation fromui

experimental data and calculation, a value between 50 and 150 is about

as precise as the estimate can be made. At the lower value, the

system has a modest possibility of feasibility, while at the upper end

of the range the feasibility is marginal. However, this is predicated

on the existence of an efficient detector capable of cperating at

count rates exceeding 106 s and having essentially negligible

pile-up (i.e., a light decay curve of less than 100 nanoseconds).

Such a detector does not exist, and such a development is not evident

in the immediate future (5 to 10 years).
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X-Ray Fluorescence Detection of Lead

The Potential for lead detection as a means of confirming the

presence of a detonator was considered. (Note: Military fuzes

(detonators) use either laad styphrnate or lead azide as the initialing

charge. A typical fuze contains G0 to 100 milligrams of lead.)
Although free machining brass and a number of aluminum alloys contain

up to 2-percent lead, the possibility of locating a ccncentration of

lead in an area already considered suspect was thought to have merit.

An earlier study by SAI was reviewed for applicability. This study

was aimed at the use df other heavy mctals ("taggants") deliberately

introduced into comnercial detonators because of the severe problem of

false alarms re-ulting from the abundance of lead-containing items

expected to be found in checked luggage--the problem being addressed.

Miller, et .l. '1978), concluded that, for 100 mg of heavy metals

present in a l-cm2 area, the source/detector requirements for

deteciion within a few seconds were quite severe.

For typical luggage, the average thickness, density. and atomic

number wovid be less than for soil; hence, the backscatter intensity ,
would be less than for soil. In the more favorable luggage situation,

the backs:atter-to-fluorescent radiation intensity ratio was more than

105 :1. Miller, et a1., concluded that, in order to meet the

cotsCru-int o' 60-perc- clete-t. assrac in -a few carnrck- 10

detectors of 10-cm area each, capable of operating at 10 times

presently achievable rates of 105 sl, would be required. The

dctecIors also must maintain a resolution of 80 to W00 eV,

requiremEnts tnzt can be achieved only with Germanium detectors cooled

to about 100K.

The mine detection scenario would allow some modification in this

pch,.,nistlc assessment. In particular, the source of fluorescence

excitation could be collimated, resulting in a less severe h
tackscatter-to-fluorescence radiation ratio. The detector then coald
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be ccllimated so that it observes only the rclatively small volume

being interrogated by the source. If the irradlat;ed e.rea is about 2

cm2 , this arrangement would reduce thew 0ckscatter-to-fluoresccnce

radiation ratio by a sub'•tarntiai ratio. An app,-oximate caiculati,ý)n
based on data published by Roder and Van Konynenrorg (1975) sul'1ests

that the eatio would be al;ou; unity in Lh'l. case of ING 1,•g of lead

buried at 2 cm if the lead is irratliated by a souLrce with an average!

energy of 90-kV (about 250 kV peak',. To be useful, such a system

would have to record a minimum of 100 lead x-rays in a period of 10

or approximat.ly 10 ccnts per second. In thie ever,t that a

backscatter-to-fluorescence ratio cf 10 could be achie%,'d, the

detectGr would have to operate at a rate of only 100/s, a value
readily achieved.

The major practical difficulty with this approach, assumii,,g that

the technical problems are solved o. soivao. is that. The iocatic-r of

the fuze must be known with exquisite precision. If the fuze locationt

is known only approximately so that an area of 10.cm-x-10-cn h•,d to be

viewed, the detection problem becomes very severe. In this case, the

whole area might be irradiated and viewed with either a single
uncollimated detector or an array of collitr.ated detectcrs. The

technical probiems rapidly become substartial if a reasonable time of
interrogation is maintained.

In the case of a single uncollimated detectcŽr, tke

bhckgrcund-to-flucrescenrce ratio could be mure than 5UC, and thi to.tal

number of counts would have to b.* 5 x 104, or a count rate of 53,0C0
s - A second problem i4 tlhe large changes in background tnat occur

hccause of height, suil density, and burial depth variations. Because
the detection Gf the lead k and k x-ray fluorescence will daped on

a background subtractiof,, these veriatiorns will have a very
significant effect. k

These effects could be reduccd by using a hig;iiy specific sourc'

ernergy. RaKcr and Moler (i172) used the 8i,.2-keV gama ray from
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10 9Cd. The energy of this ga.na ray is only 0.1 kee above the lead

k absorption edge and made possible the separation of the lead x-ray

fluorescence lines (particularly the k9 lines) from the backscatter

radiatio.i in this open collimated system. They considered the

possibility of producing an x-ray generator source of similar quality

by secondary fluorescence, but the practical possible fluorescers are

limited to thorium and uranium, both of which would produce abundant

backscatter in the region of the lead x-rays. It was considered that

thorium might be marginally acceptable. The additional background

resulting from scattering of the primary x-ray beam by the secondary

fluorescer was not considered, but, unless additional filtration is

used, it will contribute significantly to the backscatter spectrum.

Although the panel concluded that x-ray fluorescence was worthy of

furtner study in the role of a verification method if it could be used

in conjunction with a technique such as x-ray backscatterina by

employing the same equipment, a number of issues were raised that

needed clarification. R.B. Moler was charged with re-evaluating the

ideas in light of the work done earlier by Baker and Moler (1971) and

the extensive study of Miller, et al. (1978). The preceeding

evaluation is the result of this further analysis. It concludes that

the potential applicability of the x-ray fluorescence method is very

low and does not merit additional experimental studies. This negative

eVdiuatiori is a consequence of the difficulty of achieving an aduquai•

fluorescence-to-backscattering ratio for a practical geometry, and the
related result that to overcome the signal-to-background problem

involves the use of an intense, highly specific (and unavailable)

x-ray source and the ability to locate the lead of a fuze to within

about 1 cm. This latter criterion seems to be impractical in a Jystem

where the vehicle would have to come to a halt and the x-ray source

and detector positioned precisely in order to carry out the requi•eri

verifications.
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Based on these consideratiorns, it does not appear likely that the

use of x-ray fluorescence would be a practical inears of verifying the

presence of a mine, unless the locatioi of the fuze could be found

precisely so that a collimated source could be used.
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Acceleratei Particles

The use of accelerated particles was considered by the panel, but

it was concluded that it had little relevance to the problem. This

judgment was based on the observation that charged particles penetrate

soil to a very limited extent, even if accelerated to an energy of 100

MeV. Neutral particles (excepting neutrons) of similar energy are

immediately converted to charged particles upon entering soil (or

after passage through a short distance in air) and penetrate a short

distance before being stopped.

In addition to their lack of penetration, no nuclear reaction or

other interaction was suggested that could be used to identify

explosives.

The panel was unanimous in concluding that the use of accelerated

particles offered no identifiable possibility for explosives detection.

I,-
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OTHER POSSIBLE TECHNIQUES

Several other techniques were discussed by the panel, but the

conclusion in each case was that they have little potential. A few of

the more important ones are summarized here.

n,2n and np Reactions on Carbon, Nitrogen, and Oxygen. Fast

neutrons produce r,,2n reactions on the principle isotopes of carbon,

nitrogen, and oxygen. All the isotopes produce only positron

radiation with half-lives much too long to be useful for mine

detection (the shortest, 150, has a half-life of 2.1 minutes). If

the anihilation radiation is used for detection, a similar result from

a copper reaction results in a high false alarm rate.

The (n,p) reactions in 160, 15N, and 12C lead to short

half-life isotopes that emit high energy gamma rays, The kn~p)

reaction produces 16N with a 7.3-s half-life and 6.5-MeV gamma ray.

This reaction was dismissed because soils are likely to contain about

the tame fraction of oxygen as explosives. The 15N(n,p) reaction

produces short-lived 15 C, with O.55-MeV gamma rays, but the

cross-section and abundance of 15 N are so low that the reaction

offers no possibility of being useful.

The 14C(n,p) reaction leads to l4B. The latter decays rapidly

to an excited state of 12C, which emits a 4.4-MeV gamma ray.

Although this reaction has been used to detect mines, the natural

occurrence of carbon largely obviates its usefulness. The panel could

find no practical means of making this a feasible method of explosives

detection.

Tagging of Explosives. Although this technique is apparently

feasible, it offers no solution to the problem of detecting enemy

mines. For obvious reasons, its further consideration was dropped.
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Nuclear Magnetic Resonance. This subject was raised, but

because it is not a radiation technique, it was not considered to be

within the purvue of the panel. It was briefly discussed in the

context of detection of explosives in the luggage/package scenario.

The technique was considered to hold out little promise because of a

number of difficulties such as the lack of a strong signal, difficulty

of achieving a uniform magnetic field, interference by metal, and ease

of shielding.
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Expected Detection Probability from PGNAA Mine Detection ysteim

The key factor in the estimation of the mine detection probability is the number of

10.8 MeV gamma rays detected when the detector array passes over a mine. This is

a complicated function of source strength, number and type of detectors, mine size

and depth, etc., which is too complex to present in closed analytical form. To estimate

the count rate, then, a numerical integration of count rate was done on a computer.

In general, the parameters chosen for the calculation were those used in Mynatt(1).

That is, soil composition and density, mine size, and neutron flux were the same as

in that paper. A 109 n/sec fission source -z415pgms of 2 5 2 Cf) is assumed and this is

calculated (quite conservatively) to result in 10- 4 n/cm 2 /sec per source number/sec

or IOS nth/cm2 sec at the depth of the mine (5 cm). Figure 1 shows a perspective view

of the system. A linear array of 9 detectors is swept over the surface of the soil; the

figure shows the relative position between the mine and the array at three different

times. Note that for simplicity of the calculation, the height of the array above the

soil is taken to be the same as the buried depth of the mine (5 cm); this, of course, is

not a requirement. Figure 2 shows the top view of the system. The source of neutrons

is located 20.32 cm (8 inches) to one side of the array (and is 2 cm higher off the ground).

The mine is a 25 cm x 25 cm x 10 cm solid, which happens to pass under one end of

the array rather than the center. The detectors used are 7.62 cm (3 inches) in diameter,

spaced with 10 cm between centers.

Table 1 shows the result of this calculation for a particular case. The mine depth was

chosen to be 5 cm, and BGO was chosen as the detector type. The table shows the count

rate per second in each detector at three different mine positions (Z is the distance

between the detector center line and the midline of the mine), and, in the final column,

the gamma rays counted in each detector if it takes k of a second to sweep over the

three positions (or 0.083 sec per position, namely 6.75 miles/hr scanning speed). Note

that this table shows only the three middle positions; a substantial count rate still results

from when the mine is further away (one way to get an estimate of this is to look at

1. Mynatt, F.R., Alsmiller, R.G., Jr., and Williams, L.R., "A Study of Mine Detection

by Means of Neutron-Induced Gamma Rays", Nucl. Tech. 12, 239 (1971)
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the count rates in detector 3, which is 30 cm away from the edge of the mine; it still

contributes about 13 counts in 0.25 seconds). Thus, this 400 counts in 0.25 seconds is

a conservative (under)estimate of the expected number of counts for this situation.

Doubling the mine depth to 10 cm (but leaving the detector height at 5 cm above the

soil) would reduce this by a less than factor of 10, to about 40 counts per 0.25 seconds.

)

'Table 1. Mine buried at 5 cm depth (t = 5 cm)

Counts per second in detector at Total counts
Det # Z = -12.5 cm Z = 0 cm Z = 12.5 cm in 0.25 sec

1 8.9 15.8 16.7 3.4

2 16.0 29.6 29.7 6.3

3 32.5 64.2 58.6 12.9

4 76.3 164.2 129.5 30.8

5 175.4 403.8 275.7 71.2

Mine 6 257.5 593.6 386.2 103.1

Posi- 7 259.1 588.0 374.9 101.8

9 83.3 169.5 123.2 31.3

Total 1087.3 2421.1 1648.7 429.8

Notes: Detectors are 7.62 cm (3"1) diameter by 10.2 cm (41) long BGO scintillators.

Source is located 20.32 cm off the line of the detector array at position number 5; mine

is located 10 cm under array at positions 6 through 8.
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Ficyta'e 1: Ptrspectlve view of detector array. Soil
Ithickness anti height of'syslem a' ove soil
were taken as the same distance for

Y*1.,,

1`h19tw o. Top ýliew o:l system [source and detector assembly).
PositLion o' mine= use(; in r-alcuiatioi• is shown.
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T;ie excellent --igniii-to-backiaround of the N (n,-y) linie at 1 0.8 McV was demonstrat~ed

ty the SAIC rneasurernents( 2) irs 19"I4l using the experimental arrznqement showt. ir

F~gui'e 3. The Gr-(Lispectrum shown in l-i~iyr(e 4 clearly ri',veals the 10.8 MeV ganmma-rayI
peaks (full energy, single-escape 4)nd double-%-ý,cape) and concilusively demonstrates

that high en'f.rgyj capture: gammia-rays from Si dc .L~ prcvide any Lignificant interference.

The absolute cotint ra^e of 10.8 hieV gamma iays from the "mine" at the surface was

aboi,, 2.8±0.4, 8.6±0.3 and 'i1,8±0.3 not counks per minuie in the full energy, single escape

and diouble escape peak5 r~sspctivel'y. 'I he ability of lower resolution, but much higher

efficiency Nal detectors to also dt~tct and discriminate the 1ý5.C MeV N gatmma-rays

is demonstrated in Figure 5 which shows the N capture gi~rnma-ra,ý. from a coal sample

measured with a Na! detecior.

The availability ot BGO detectors, havine nearby an order-of-magnitLuie greater efficiency

th.in Nat at 10.8 May (see Figure 5) greatly improves the performance of P'3NAA for

expfosive diclacion. The a('ý*ity to p.'rfc-rm spc~troscopic analysis using a BOO detector

is, dernoi-st atEd in Figure 7, Showns 2re several suiperimposed thermial capture gamma-ray

pecre wdaurci. fur Fe, 013 ai -ui v.YVm a i AI.VJIIaJa ul. aAL--C 2013I~ V-LK 0

&etector. This r.-,,:asuremei~t watý made using a fairly tight geometry (representative

of the mine dete'iion geometry in uvnich the source and deiector are close together)

of the !:AIC PGNAA C~oal Slosrry Meter using only 10 P g of 2 5 2Cf. The ability to separate

the 10.8 MeV nitrogen line fromr encroaching Fe, C1 and other lines is quite obvious,.

Thit, spectroscupic car'a~ility will greatly enhance the aDility to fur-tiler reduce the

false a~arrn prokabilit). The overall system optimization must insure that the ratioN

of 10.8 NeV nitrogen to lower-energy capture gamma-rays from other elements (H,

Si, C. etc.) is maximized without exceeding the total detector count rate capabilities

tk 250,000 cps).

As a cross check on the calculated count rates given above in Table 1, we also estimated

the BGO detector count rate (for the detector located over the mine) using experimental V4
data for the number of 10.8 MeV gamma-rays produced in the 1974 SAl experiment

(see Figure 3). Reference 2 reports the flux of 10.8 MeV gamma-rays 30 cm above

experminen wand%2 cmalculation (seeal)can bhe usfeednocorrect this 10.8ameers gamma

texprmene wasd c alculatinyseeabe 2 )scan The usdifferecsrein thes1. prmeter formth

2. W. A. Coleman, R. 0. Ginaven and G. M. Reynolds, "Nuclear Methods of Mine

Detection" Sicienecf Appliciations, Inc Report SAI-74-203-LJ.
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Table 2. Comparison of Parameters of Present PGNAA Couct Rate

Calculation with 1974 SAI Experiment

1985 Calculation 1974 Exjperiment

Source 109 n/sec 109 n/sec

Source Distance frorn Mine 12.2 cm 7. 6 cm

Soil over mine 5 cm 0 cm

"Detector" Distance from Mine 10 cm 30 cm

Mine Simulant 11.3 kg Nitro- 4.08 kg Ammonium
c,'vci.rii Nitrate

Nitrogen Weight 2,03 k:1 1.43 kg

. 9
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flux to obtain the flux for the BGO detector-source georrnatry shown in Figure 1 as

follows:

OBGO = O) 2 (.5) (1 2 1..12212.43 L

= ( 2 0y /cm 2 -sec) (0.38) (0.52) (9) (1.4L1)

= 51 y/cm2 -sec

The 0.52 factor was obtained from an extrapolation of the experimentally determined

(see reference 2) reduction in 10.8 MeV gamma-rays resulting from burying the mine

1.5 inches. The BGO detector count rate is

CBGO = (51y /cm 2 -sec) (Det Area) (Det Efficiency)

CBGO = (51-y /cm 2 -sec) (45.6 cm 2 ) (0.2)

CBGO = 463 cps (Experiment)

From Table 1, the calculated CBGO = 590 cps. This degree of agreement, while

fortuitous, since some of the approximations used are no better than a factor of two;

provides some assurance that the count rate calculations in Table I are reasonable.
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